As an adviser to medicalresearch foundations on effective donation (see C. Fiennes Nature 546, 187; 2017), I contend that philanthropic capital has an intrinsic advantage over public funding: it thrives on risk. This encourages the testing of bold ideas, even when there's a high chance they might not work out.
Philanthropic capital can withstand failed research outcomes more readily than can public or commercial capital because it is not subject Taxonomy: refine rather than stabilize Conservation policies should be embracing the insights into evolutionary history revealed by the refinement of taxonomic knowledge. Stephen Garnett and Les Christidis instead view these refinements as "taxonomy anarchy" that destabilizes species lists (Nature 546, 25-27; 2017 
Switch it off on eclipse day
The total solar eclipse in the United States on 21 August will allow millions of people to participate in planetary science (see Nature 545, 386; 2017). They can reflect, too, on solar energy, energy conservation and the reliability of electrical systems based on alternative energy.
Commercial solar-power production during the partial eclipse in California, for example, will drop from around 9 to 3 gigawatts between 9:00 and 10:30 local time, rising back to about 9 GW by noon. The California Independent System Operator is procuring extra resources to compensate.
Alternatively, those enjoying the eclipse could simply cut their electricity usage for the duration. 
